ACROSS
1. Gaffe-prone 2012 Presidential candidate, familiarly
5. Garb for some parties
12. Gay icon who is daughter of gay icon Judy
16. Jai ___
17. Graduate of Harvard Business School, perhaps
18. Poems of praise
19. Group analyzed by 1-Across
22. Gandhi's land
23. "The Labors of Hercules" painter Guido
24. Japanese emperor
25. Add years to one's life?
26. Poems of praise
19-Across do, as pointed out by 1-Across
28. White House fiscal planning gp. whose past directors include David Stockman and Peter Orszag
30. Dì or da preceder in a Beatles song
31. Pythagoras's homeland
33. "It's of no ___ me" (doesn't help)
35. What 19-Across do, as pointed out by 1-Across
41. Suffix with peek or bug
42. Famous rock: Abbr.
43. Happy colleague
44. Clinton's instrument
46. What a candidate tries to not self-inflict
48. Soupcón
50. Trying experience?
52. Word that goes before house and after wing
53. Newt
56. On November 6, 2012, it may be colored red and blue
58. Hoot
59. They were named by a pirate for their alligators
64. Prefix with liberal or conservative
65. Wash abrasively
66. FDR's mom
68. Unified
70. Metric wts.
71. EPA stat
74. Currency in reality-based communities
78. Ryan's daughter
80. "I don't think you want someone ... who ____ he owes" (pronouncement from 1-Across)
83. Berry in dietary supplements
84. Library collection
85. List heading
86. Bird that apes

DOWN
1. Word never spoken in "The Godfather"
2. "Oh, Shenandoah, ___ to hear you..."
3. Afternoon, in Acapulco
4. South American monkey
5. Latin foot
6. Paul Revere's midnight duty
7. Hip talk
8. "...___'clock scholar"
9. Type of wage for many who 1-Across considers freeloaders
10. Non-speaking part in "Antony and Cleopatra"
11. Acronym for certain fields of study that are important in public education and immigration policy
12. Gore's metaphor in 2000 campaign for saving Social Security and Medicare
13. Model
14. Where Rudolf of Ruritania was imprisoned
15. Regarding, in legalese
20. Many a politician, in the opinion of the other side
21. It's read to the rowdy
27. Prefix with cellular
29. Teaching degree
31. Privy to
32. Having a pH below 7
34. Ike's command, once: Abbr.
35. Man who can become a queen
36. Here or there
37. Salad days
38. First black President of the Harvard Law Review
39. Big Bertha's birthplace
40. Filled
45. MTV generation
47. Inveigh (against)
49. Passes a law against
51. Not fully closed
54. Prosperous
55. Apprentice
57. Miners' gear
60. From Spain to Siberia
61. Black president played in the movies by Freeman
62. Saturate, in dialect
63. Hungers (for)
66. Off in the ozone
67. Early invader of the Punjab
69. Really enjoy
71. Dumas swordsman
72. College commons
73. "___ making this up!"
74. Hormel canned it in 1937; Congress, in 2003
75. Star with a lot of flare
77. Domesticated
79. "___ girl!"
81. One-time Disneyland guide and White House Press Secretary Ziegler
82. Winter Boston hrs.